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A Message from our President01

2

Matrix Renewables started its journey in 2020 and in its first two years has grown into a platform with 2.17 GW of operational, under construction, or near ready-to-build renewable energy projects and storage 
and a further 2.5 GW pipeline of renewable energy projects under development across Europe, US and LATAM. As a renewable energy platform, sustainability is at the heart of what we do and who we are. We 
believe that robust ESG performance pays off, and we have been working hard to continually improve Matrix’s positive impact.

This Sustainability Update is a first effort to briefly capture our early achievements in 2021. We know our journey has just started and we are clear about where we want to go and our path to achieve excellence.

Matrix Renewables is well placed to contribute to accelerating the transition to more decarbonized energy systems in a just and inclusive manner. We are proud about our contribution to the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) so far. In 2021, our solar projects generated a total of 184 GWh, 123 GWh in Colombia and 61 GWh in Chile, equivalent to the annual electricity consumption of nearly 100,000 families.  
Furthermore, the clean energy generated avoided c. 108,000 metric tons of CO2-eq, comparable to the emissions generated by 250,000 barrels of oil. 

To achieve our objective of establishing a comprehensive ESG function, we hired an experienced ESG Manager in 2021, to lead our efforts on sustainability and create the pillars of 
our environmental and social management system (ESMS). 

Furthermore, we have already seen that robust ESG management practices are necessary to manage risks and an important value driver for our company, shareholders, customers and 
other key stakeholders. One example is our approach to managing supply chain risks  which led to increasing and better business opportunities with energy offtakers. 

Moreover, last year we spent a large amount of time and effort collaborating with our contractors to ensure we move towards best ESG practices. We have already seen how ongoing cooperation can lead to significant 
improvements on the ground. Furthermore, as part of this engagement we were able to influence some suppliers´ and contractors’ ESG policies and practices. 

None of the above would have been possible without Matrix Renewables´ professional, passionate and committed teams. I am proud of being part of this organization and I am determined to ensure we maintain a healthy, 
fulfilling and collaborative working environment in Matrix Renewables.

In 2022 we will continue our expansion. Once the projects in Spain and US are completed, they will add 179 MW and 162 MW, respectively, to our installed capacity. Between 2022 and 2023, these projects will start to generate 
the equivalent to the annual energy consumption of over 100,000 families in Spain and c. 30,000 families in US.

More specifically, on ESG-related matters, we have already set important targets for 2022. These include expanding our ESG team, enhancing our ESMS, boosting community engagement and development initiatives and, for 
2023, preparing a more detailed sustainability report.

We will continue generating clean renewable energy and contributing to an improved decarbonized society.  We have set an ambitious growth plan for the upcoming years and sustainability will be core to our success.

Luis Sabaté, President & COO, 
Matrix Renewables

“We have already seen 
how robust ESG practices 

and commitment adds 
value to our company 
and our stakeholders.”
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This 2021 Sustainability Update captures some 
of the work and performance indicators in 
relation to Matrix Renewables and its 
subsidiaries during 2021.

About this Sustainability Update 02

Matrix Renewables started its activities in 2020. This 
brief report is a first update on our sustainability 
journey. It reflects our commitment and our core 
objectives of ensuring that our activities have an 
overall positive impact on the environment, 
communities, and workers.

We will work to continuously deepen our 
positive impact and enhance our external 
reporting in the coming years.

“This update represents a first and 
commendable effort by Matrix 
Renewables to report on its sustainability 
performance. 

It clearly demonstrates the company’s 
commitment to combat climate change in 
a responsible manner by following a 
structured approach to incorporate ESG 
into its operations, including establishing 
a dedicated ESG function integral to its 
business”. 

Ritu Kumar, TPG
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Guanaco I Solar Park (Chile)
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About Us03

Operational projects3Projects under construction2Advanced / Near ready-to-build projects

Chile

35 projects 282 MWp

10 projects 64 MWp

15 projects 57 MWp

Colombia

2 projects 227 MWp

3 projects 82 MWp

1 project 162 MW 4

USA

12 projects 860 MWp

4 projects 179 MWp

20 projects 283 MWp

Spain Italy

Summary of Matrix 
Renewables portfolio1. 

69 projects 1,625 MWp

15 projects 405 MWp

18 projects 139 MWp

TOTAL

We are currently 
exploring opportunities 

in other countries.

For a full list of projects under 
construction and operation, please 

refer to Annex 1.

4
1 Portfolio figures as of December 31st, 2021
2 Projects which achieved Limited Notice to Proceed LNTP) in 2021

3 Commercial Operation Date (COD) achieved
4 In MW as the project includes battery energy storage systems. 
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About Us03

Matrix Renewables is a renewable energy platform founded by global 

alternative asset manager TPG through its impact investing platform, TPG Rise, 

in 2020. With corporate offices in Madrid, Spain and Miami, Florida, Matrix 

Renewables focuses on developing, constructing and operating renewable 

energy assets across Europe, the US and Latin America. 

TPG Rise is a $14 billion global impact investing platform focused on investing in 

and supporting the growth of world-class businesses that deliver positive and 

measurable social and environmental impact around the world. TPG’s climate 

related efforts takes a broad-based sector approach to investment types, from 

growth equity to value-added infrastructure, and focuses on climate solutions in 

the following thematic areas: clean electrons, clean molecules and materials, 

and negative emissions.

Investors
Matrix Renewables currently has corporate offices in Spain and the United States with 

local presences in Chile and Colombia. We expect to have local presence  in Italy by the 

end of 2022.

The Matrix Renewables team have extensive experience and a proven track record in the 

power and renewables sector across Europe, the US and Latin America. As of December 

31st, 2021, the Matrix Renewables team comprised of 40 professionals. Our current 

headcount, in June 2022, stands at 60 employees.

Team and Locations

Our portfolio as of 31st December 2021 comprised of 2.17 GW of operational, under 

construction, or near ready-to-build renewable energy projects and storage and a further 

2.5 GW pipeline of renewable energy projects under development across Europe, US and 

LATAM.  With the backing and support of TPG, Matrix Renewables intends to grow into a 

multi-GW renewables platform while growing its geographical reach.

Our Portfolio

5
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Hired an experienced ESG Manager. 

Embedded E&S matters in all our activities, teams and geographies. 

Developed the key pillars of an Environmental and Social Management System 
(ESMS), including several corporate-level policies.

Started tracking E&S Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Engaged third parties to support us with cutting-edge traceability audits for some 
key components.

Delivered training on international E&S standards to Matrix Renewables staff, EPC 
contractors, O&M contractors, Owner´s Engineers (OE) and Matrix Renewables´
Asset Management advisors.

Developed stakeholder engagement framework and guidance.

Key Highlights 202104

2.17 GW

Operational, under 
construction and near 
ready-to build projects.

15 projects / 405 MW

Solar plants under 
construction.

18 projects / 139 MW

Solar parks in operation.

184 GWh

Clean energy produced 
in 2021.

94,000 families

The annual residential 
electricity demand of c. 
94,000 families was met.

c. 108,000 metric tons

of CO2-eq emissions 
avoided equivalent to the 
emissions of c. 250,000 oil 
barrels.

Over 345

Jobs created as Full Time 
Equivalent5. 

0

Fatal or incapacitating 
accidents.

0

Serious environmental 
accidents.

Over 650

environmental, health and 
safety audits.

6.59

Lost Time Injury Frequency 
Rate per million hours 
worked.

3,552

Trees planted.

6
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Our Approach to Sustainability05

As a renewable energy platform, sustainability is at the heart of who we are and what we do. 
We are very clear about the critical importance of sustainability for us, our stakeholders and 
humankind. We have embedded sustainability considerations across all our activities, teams 
and geographies. 

Our goal is to achieve excellence. We understand that achieving such an ambitious goal takes 
time, commitment, effort and a continuous improvement mindset.

We believe that as a renewable energy platform, complying with ESG laws, producing clean 
energy and avoiding greenhouse gas emissions is just the starting point - but it is not enough. In 
Matrix Renewables, we see robust ESG performance as a value driver, rather than simply a 
matter of compliance. Our proactive and continuous improvement approach to operate in 
alignment with international ESG standards not only helps mitigate risks but also adds value to 
the firm, our shareholders, our customers, our partners, and other stakeholders.

We are firmly committed to having an overall positive impact on the environment, the 
communities and the workers we engage with. We are determined to tackle climate change in 
a just and responsible manner and contribute to achieving relevant UN Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

Matrix Renewables works with contractors, suppliers and other business partners that share a 
similar view on sustainability and good ESG practices. We believe that there are always 
opportunities to drive positive and ongoing change throughout the industry value chain, and 
we strive to contribute to this. 

7

Bosques Solares de los Llanos 2 Solar Park (Colombia)
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In 2015, world leaders agreed upon 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) with the aim of creating a better and fairer world by 2030 – ending poverty, urgently addressing climate 
change and ending inequality.

In Matrix Renewables, we strive to contribute to achieving the SDGs. We believe we are well positioned to help address some of the biggest sustainability challenges that the world is facing.

For this 2021 Sustainability Update, we have selected those SDGs which are core to our business, and to which we have contributed the most.

Matrix Renewables and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals06

SDG Our contribution Equivalent to

Total clean energy generated in 2021 184,328 MWh

Chile 60,889 MWh Annual electricity consumption (residential) of c. 20,000 households in 20206

Colombia 123,439 MWh Annual electricity consumption (residential) of c. 74,000 households in 20207

8

Total avoided CO2 emissions in 20218

Chile c. 38,000 t CO2-eq 

Colombia c. 70,000 t CO2-eq

Annual emissions of c.9,000 residents in Chile9

Annual emissions of c.50,000 residents in Colombia10

In 2021, Matrix Renewables created at least 345 jobs, including: direct employees; contractors; subcontractors; owner´s engineers; and 

the asset management company providing services to Matrix Renewables. The figure does not include indirect and induced jobs which 

would have been created to support our business and our business partners’ activities.
Gabardo Solar Park (Chile)
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Matrix Renewables’ Team07

41

141/1/2021

12/31/2021

29%

32%13

41/1/2021

12/31/2021

33%

25% 1 out of 4 people

2 out of 6 people

1/1/2021

12/31/2021

9

41/1/2021

12/31/2021

We are proud of our experienced, professional, committed and passionate team. 
Moreover, our people are proud of being part of Matrix Renewables and directly 
contributing to the growth of the company. 

We are committed to providing a rewarding, inclusive, harassment-free and non-
discriminatory working environment in which all employees are treated as 
individuals, with respect and dignity and are given opportunities to develop their 
careers and contribute to both the company´s and their own success. 

We have developed several human capital-related policies reflecting our corporate 
values and commitments:

◆ Code of Conduct

◆ Equality and Non-Discrimination Policy

◆ Anti-harassment Policy

◆ Policy on the Right to Digital Disconnection

◆ Whistleblowing Channel

9

Part of Matrix Renewables team in 2021
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In 2021, we hired a dedicated ESG Manager to lead on the development and implementation of an environmental and social management system (ESMS). We believe that the first step in 

developing a functional ESMS is having skilled professionals, and top management support. In Matrix Renewables we have both.

In 2021, we established the key pillars of our ESMS. These were developed using international standards as guidance (e.g., IFC Performance Standards, ILO Conventions) which were adapted 

to Matrix Renewables´ needs, ambitions and business model.

More specifically, during 2021 the following key ESMS components were developed (human capital-related policies not included below):

Code of Conduct

Corporate Environmental and Social Policy

Suppliers Code of Conduct

Environmental and Social Guidance Manual 

based on international standards10

Procedures and tools to monitor Environment and Social (E&S) performance across our portfolio

Definition of several E&S KPIs

Training activities

During 2021, several training sessions on international E&S standards were delivered to Matrix Renewables´ staff and key personnel from our contractors, owner´s engineers and asset 

managers. Over 45 people benefited from this training and over 60 hours of training on international E&S standards were delivered.

We are firmly committed to constant improvement. In 2022, we will continue to further strengthen our ESMS and continue delivering capacity building sessions on E&S topics to our staff, 

contractors, owner engineer´s and partners.

Environmental and Social Management System08

10

Los Lagos Solar Park (Chile)
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Tackling Climate Change

Matrix Renewables, by virtue of execution and operation of renewable energy projects, is contributing to reducing GHG emissions and combating climate change.  We have been using a 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)-approved methodology to calculate grid emission factors and monitor avoided emissions.

At Matrix Renewables we are committed to tackle climate change and the climate emergency in a responsible way. We want to accelerate the transition to more decarbonized energy 
systems in a just and inclusive manner.

09

Avoided CO2 emissions
(metric tons CO2-eq)

Clean energy 
produced (MWh)

Equivalent to annual CO2

emissions of…
Equivalent to the emissions 
generated by…12

Chile c. 38,00060,889 c. 9,000 residents
in Chile9

c. 88,000 barrels 
of oil

Colombia c. 70,000123,439 c. 50,000 residents
in Colombia10

c. 162,000 barrels 
of oil

c. 108,000TOTAL 184,328 c. 59,000 people c. 250,000 barrels 
of oil

11

Quillay Solar Park (Chile)
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We understand the importance of a strong 
safety culture across our workforce, 
contractors and other business partners. 
We are committed to continuously improve 
our and our contractors´ performance. 

In 2021, we worked hard with our 
contractors to ensure that robust 
management systems were in place and 
that these were continuously improved. We 
will continue our work and collaborate with 
our contractors to improve health and 
safety (H&S) performance in our portfolio. 

Health and Safety at Work10

Total person-hours worked c. 759,00013

Incapacitating injuries 0

Total work-days lost 32

COVID-19 cases 17 cases (100% recovered)

Lost time Injury Frequency Rate
(per million hours worked)

6.59

Lost Time Injuries (LTIs) 514

% of project workers who received
a H&S induction

100%

On-site H&S audits performed by or 
commissioned by Matrix Renewables

Over 350

Fatal accidents 0

We are proud of the effective management of  COVID-19 risks, with only 17 positive 
cases reported in 2021 across Matrix Renewables and its contractors and 
subcontractors. Specific management plans were developed and implemented at the 
plants. These included training, cleaning protocols, use of masks, access control and 
testing protocols.

In 2021 we engaged external qualified and experienced H&S professionals to support 
Matrix Renewables with the ongoing monitoring of projects, contractors and 
subcontractors. We also held numerous dedicated H&S discussions with contractors. 
We have seen the benefits of this and will continue this approach in 2022.

A few selected 2021 performance indicators are shown here. In 2022, we will continue 
working with our contractors to ensure we capture these and other indicators, 
particularly leading H&S indicators.

12

Subcontractor performing maintenance 
activities
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On-site environmental audits performed by 
or commissioned by Matrix Renewables

Over 300

Environmental Matters11

Environmental protection and 

appropriate management of 

environmental aspects is key to our 

success and a core element of our 

commitments as a company.

In 2021, we worked hard with our 

contractors to ensure that robust 

management systems were in place and 

that these were continuously improved. 

We will continue this work and 

collaborate with contractors to improve 

environmental performance and KPIs 

tracking in our portfolio.

As part of our management system, in 2021 we engaged external qualified and 
experienced environmental specialists to support Matrix Renewables with the ongoing 
monitoring of projects, contractors and subcontractors. These professionals performed 
over 300 visits to projects in 2021.

During 2020 and 2021 several reforestation activities were executed as part of our 
environmental commitments. A total of 4,680 trees were planted in that period, 
covering an area of 7.73 hectares (ha).

In 2021 we improved the soil quality of 37,8 ha converting soil not suitable for 
agricultural use to fertile soil. Crops were planted in this area and the results will be 
seen in 2022. Early results indicate that crops planted in late 2021 will successfully grow 
and be harvested next year.

Serious environmental accidents 0

Area of soil quality improved (ha) 37,8

Reforested area (ha)  (2020 – 2021) 7.37 (5.96 ha in 2021)

Trees planted (2020 – 2021) 4,680 (3,552 trees in 2021)

13

Reforestation in Litueche (Chile)
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Our aim is to ensure that our projects have a positive impact on communities, including job 

creation. 

In 2021, we developed a framework to guide us on community and stakeholder engagement. 

For 2022, we envisage enhancing our stakeholder engagement activities and pursuing community 

development initiatives, including:

Additionally, we will roll out a corporate external grievance mechanism to supplement the existing 

Whistleblowing Channel.

Community Engagement12

14

Delivering training 
sessions on solar 

energy

Organizing visits
to solar parks for key 

stakeholders

Exploring the possibility of partnering 
with associations and training 
institutions to collaborate in capacity 
building activities for students and 
professionals

Delivering sessions on climate 
change and sustainability for 
communities (e.g. school 
students).

Community engagement activities in Colombia
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ESG Management Across the Supply Chain

In Matrix Renewables, we are aware of the key role our equipment and service 

suppliers (including contractors) play in our value chain. We believe it is necessary to 

continuously promote better ESG practices and performance in our supply chains. 

However, we also recognize that tackling ESG challenges in global supply chains can 

be a difficult task and requires time and resources. 

13

The Suppliers Code of Conduct encapsulates our requirements and expectations with 
regards to Compliance with applicable laws

Matrix Renewables Suppliers Code of Conduct

This code is based on international standards (e.g. ILO Fundamental Conventions and 
elements of the IFC Performance Standards).

Matrix Renewables believes that acting to progressively address these challenges 

and promoting good practices in global supply chains is the right approach, despite 

limitations in exercising positive change in some situations. We strive to work closely 

with our suppliers and contractors to incrementally overcome such challenges and 

continuously explore opportunities to improve ESG practices across the value chain. 

This is not only important for mitigating ESG risks and impacts but also presents an 

opportunity to create value across supply chains whilst operating in a sustainable 

and responsible fashion.

In 2021, we developed a Suppliers Code of Conduct. The code captures, inter alia, 

Matrix Renewables´ minimum ESG requirements and expectations for our suppliers 

(including contractors), with a particular focus on those which provide goods and 

services to our projects.

In mid-2021, Matrix Renewables started to require compliance with the Suppliers 

Code of Conduct in (i) new Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) and 

operation and maintenance (O&M) agreements with new contractors and (ii) new 

key components supply agreements (mainly module suppliers).

Compliance with 
applicable laws

Anti-bribery and 
anti-corruption

E&S management 
principles

Human rights
Labor and working 

conditions

Health and safety

Environmental and 
biodiversity protection

Communities

15
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ESG Management Across the Supply Chain13

13.1. Working with contractors

Our contractors are key to our success. Therefore, we believe it is necessary to have 

continuous and open discussions with them and monitor their performance to 

ensure our projects are built and operated in accordance with robust environmental 

and social (E&S) standards, including health and safety. 

We also understand it is paramount to monitor the performance of our 

contractors and their subcontractors. In 2021, we engaged several firms (acting as 

Matrix Renewables´ owner engineers or asset managers) with dedicated E&S 

professionals to support us with the ongoing monitoring of projects and 

contractors. During 2021 these firms performed over 650 site visits to monitor the 

contractors´ and subcontractors´ E&S performance and compliance with Matrix 

Renewables´ E&S standards.

During 2021, we held at least one weekly conference call with each of our 

contractors on environmental and social matters. We have created dedicated E&S 

working groups with our contractors, including E&S experts from owner’s engineers 

and asset management company which support Matrix Renewables with ongoing 

monitoring of projects.

On-site health and safety project monitoring visits / 
audits to contractors and subcontractors

Over 350

On-site environmental project monitoring visits / 
audits to contractors and subcontractors

Over 300

Meetings / calls held between Matrix Renewables 
and its contractors which covered E&S matters

Over 104

Number of EPC and O&M contractors 7

Number of EPC and O&M subcontractors Over 165

16

Meeting at Bosques Solares de los Llanos 1 Solar Park (Colombia)
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ESG Management Across the Supply Chain13
13.2 Working towards addressing ESG challenges in PV module supply chains

In 2021, via engagement with 
suppliers, we were able to influence 
some of our suppliers´ ESG practices 
and/or policies.

In 2021 we commissioned third party traceability assessments 
and on-site visits to a few module components manufacturing 
facilities. This received positive recognition from investors, 
lenders, energy offtakers (see Case Study), suppliers and other 
relevant stakeholders.

Meeting E&S expectations from energy offtakers with regards to E&S standards across the energy sector supply chains.

In 2021, Matrix Renewables participated in several Power Purchase 
Agreement (PPA) bidding processes. Matrix Renewables presented 
our approach to ESG management as a value driver for our 
stakeholders, including offtakers.

Case 
Study 

Energy offtakers´ expectations and requirements 
included ESG aspects linked to the power generating 
assets and the bidding companies´ contractors and 
suppliers.

On several occasions, the energy offtakers
considered Matrix Renewables´ proactive approach 
to ESG management (including supply chain 
management) as key contributing factor of their 
decision to award a PPA to Matrix Renewables.

One offtaker was particularly interested in ensuring the traceability 
of some key project components from certain regions associated 
with serious allegations of unacceptable ESG practices. Matrix 
Renewables offered the offtaker the possibility of having an 
enhanced traceability system for certain components and 
committed to work only with suppliers who committed to operate 
in accordance with acceptable ESG standards.

Since then, Matrix Renewables has followed the 
same approach for other PPA bidding processes and 
presented bids to other offtakers with the same 
enhanced traceability system (as an option). 
Offtakers have seen the value of this approach and 
we have received positive feedback on this optional 
service (in addition to the standard ESG 
management approach). 

This is a clear example of how working towards 
better ESG practices across the value chain does not 
only mitigate ESG risks but also adds value to Matrix 
Renewables and its customers.

01 02 03

04 05 06

17

Solar panels
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Our goal is to achieve excellence in what we do. We understand this may 
take time and we are firmly committed to get there as soon as possible.

As a renewable energy platform, we consider compliance with ESG laws 
and avoidance of CO2 emissions as the starting point, but we believe we 
need to go well beyond that. 

We will continue our journey towards sustainability and excellence. Below 
is a snapshot of some initiatives we want to execute in 2022:

Looking into the Future14

▪ Increase the size of our ESG team. 

▪ Continue delivering internal training 
on key ESG aspects and trends.

Our teamA

“We are very clear about the value and positive impact robust ESG management practices 
bring to the company and our stakeholders.

We are determined to continue our journey towards ESG excellence. We understand there 
is still work to be done and the entire Matrix Renewables team is committed to getting 
there as soon as possible”. 

Pelayo Menéndez
ESG Manager, Matrix Renewables

18

▪ Continuously improve our overall ESG 
performance (ongoing annual goal).

▪ Set ESG goals for 2022 – 2023.

▪ Further strengthen our ESMS.

▪ Enhance KPI data collection.

ESMS and overall ESG performanceB
▪ Continue engaging contractors to improve 

ESG performance across our portfolio.

▪ Deliver more ESG capacity building sessions 
to contractors and equipment suppliers.

▪ Strive to drive positive ESG change across 
our value chain.

ESG management in our supply chainC

▪ Enhance our community engagement activities.

▪ Deliver community development initiatives in 
collaboration with key stakeholders.

▪ Develop and implement a corporate grievance 
mechanism (to supplement the existing 
Whistleblowing Channel).

Community engagementD
▪ Prepare a full Sustainability Report covering 

2022 activities.

External reporting E
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Contact us15

In case you have any questions or comments with 
regards to this 2021 Brief Sustainability Report, 
please contact:

info@matrixrenewables.com

https://matrixrenewables.com/contact

Or visit:

19

Bosques Solares de los Llanos 3 Solar Park (Colombia)

mailto:info@matrixrenewables.com
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Annex 1 | Matrix Renewables´ projects under construction and in operation as of December 31st, 2021

Country
Project 
(official names to be added)

MWp Phase

Colombia

Los Llanos 1 27.23 Operation

Los Llanos 2 27.23 Operation

Los Llanos 3 27.23 Operation

Spain

Olivares 49.90 Construction

Rocío 1 52.50 Construction

Rocío 2 52.50 Construction

Rocío 3 23.99 Construction

USA Gaskell West 2-5 162.00 Construction

Country
Project 
(official names to be added)

MWp Phase

Chile

Canelillo 2.99 Operation

Cocinillas 2.99 Operation

El Castaño 8.61 Operation

Duqueco 10.80 Construction

Escorial 2.99 Operation

Gabardo 3.00 Construction

Guanaco I 2.99 Operation

Guanaco Ampliación 7.40 Construction

Idahue 2.99 Construction

La Foresta 2.99 Operation

Las Cabras 3.00 Operation

Lirio de Campo 2.99 Operation

Los Lagos 2.47 Operation

Macao 10.09 Construction

Mandinga 10.34 Construction

Margarita 3.00 Operation

Monte 3.00 Construction

Nazarino 3.00 Operation

Quillay 3.00 Operation

Plomo 2.99 Construction

Portezuelo 3.00 Construction

Rexner 2.99 Operation

San Ramiro 10.31 Operation

La Victoria 10.50 Construction

Villaprat 2.99 Operation

20

1 Projects which achieved Limited Notice to Proceed (LNTP) in 2021
2 Commercial Operation Date (COD) achieved.
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References and sources

1 Portfolio figures as of December 31st, 2021

2 Projects which achieved Limited Notice to Proceed LNTP) in 2021

3 Commercial Operation Date (COD) achieved

4 In MW as the project includes battery energy storage systems. 

5 As Full Time Equivalent (FTE) which is obtained as the total of hours worked divided by the yearly average of hours worked in full-time jobs in the economic territory (approximate figure).

6 Annual electricity consumption (per household in Chile in 2020/2021: 3.0 MWh. This figure has been taken based on the Chilean Ministry of Energy, Mr. Claudio Huape (source: Ingresa Proyecto de Ley que permitirá que no aumenten precios de electricidad - Comisión
Nacional de Energía (cne.cl)). 

7 Annual electricity consumption (per households) in Colombia in 2020: 1.675 MWh. This figure has been obtained dividing the total residential electricity consumption by the number of families in Colombia in 2020. Total residential electricity consumption in Colombia in 
2020: 24,358 GWh (source: upme.gov.co - BECO). Population in Colombia in 2020: 50.88 million people (source: Población, total - Colombia | Data (bancomundial.org)). Average household size in Colombia (2015): 3.5 members (source: Population.un.org); 

8 Grid factors calculated by an external party using a UNFCCC approved methodology - https://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/PAmethodologies/tools/am-tool-07-v7.0.pdf ; 

9 Emissions per capita in Chile in 2020 = 4.1 t CO2-eq. Source: Data & Statistics - IEA.; 

10 Emissions per capita in Colombia in 2020 = 1.4 t CO2-eq. Source: Data & Statistics – IEA911

11 The E&S Guidance Manual includes guidance on the following (amongst other areas): (i) identification and assessment of E&S risks and impacts, (ii) contractors and suppliers management, (iii) stakeholder engagement, (iv) health and safety, (v) emergency 
preparedness and response, (vi) labor and working conditions, (vii) pollution prevention, (viii) biodiversity, (ix) incident reporting and investigation, (x) internal and external grievance redressal mechanisms, (xi) community health safety and security, (xii) indigenous 
peoples, (xiii) human rights, (xiv) community investment and (xv) climate change risks.

12 Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator | US EPA

13 Includes Matrix Renewables´, EPC and O&M contractors´ and subcontractors´, Owners Engineers, Asset Manager´s person-hours worked.

14 For completeness, it includes a LTI which occurred prior to Matrix Renewables´ acquisition of one Project which was acquired by Matrix in 2021. The person-hours worked of such project have also been considered from construction commencement (i.e., c. 3 months 
prior to matrix´s acquisition).
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https://www.cne.cl/prensa/prensa-2022/04-mayo-2022/ingresa-proyecto-de-ley-que-permitira-que-no-aumenten-precios-de-electricidad/#:~:text=%E2%80%9CUna%20familia%20promedio%20en%20Chile,regulados%20residenciales%20y%20peque%C3%B1os%20comercios.
https://www1.upme.gov.co/DemandayEficiencia/Paginas/BECOEnergetico.aspx
https://datos.bancomundial.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOTL?locations=CO
https://population.un.org/Household/index.html#/countries/170
https://cdm.unfccc.int/methodologies/PAmethodologies/tools/am-tool-07-v7.0.pdf
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/data-browser/?country=CHILE&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2PerCap
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/data-browser/?country=COLOMBIA&fuel=CO2%20emissions&indicator=CO2PerCap
https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator

